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6 Drum Accumulation Center - 73 Gallon Spill
Capacity, EcoPolyBlend™, No Drain, Black -

28659

Product Images

Short Description

Keep workers safe from accidental slips indoors and avoid costly hazmat cleanup costs
EcoPolyBlend™ black is 100% recycled
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Protects against groundwater contamination from leakage and spills
Sump capacity of 73 gal (276 L)
Combine 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-drum modular units to create customized systems in compliance with NFPA
30, OSHA, EPA, SPCC, and fire codes
Recycled content saves on oil, electricity, and landfill space

Description

The Justrite EcoPolyBlend™ Accumulation Center (6 drum, black — model 28659) offers reliable, high-
performance secondary spill control and is nearly impervious to chemicals, including acids and corrosives.

This 6 drum black model measures 73 in W x 5.5 in H x 49 in D (1854 mm W x 140 mm H x 1245 mm D) and is
made from 100% recycled polyethylene. With a net weight of 88.3 lb (40.1 kg) and a load bearing capacity of
7500 lb (3402 kg), it features a seamless design to ensure any leaks or spills are captured in the sump, before
they reach floor drains or create a slip hazard.

Our economical, low profile secondary containment platforms are made with sturdy, self-locating grates that
are nearly 2.5 in (64 mm) thick, offering superior crack resistance and easy removal for proper cleaning. They
also help the environment by using recycled, post-industrial, durable polyethylene that might have otherwise
been discarded into the waste stream.

Since accumulation centers are modular, you have the ability to create a customized system that reflects your
capacity needs, with optional joining clips to firmly lock units together when expanding. Sumps remain
separate, but if you require a continuous sump, there is an optional Sump-to-Sump™ Drain Kit (model 28927)
that joins modular centers together on-site. This also allows for full EPA and fire code compliance, as long as
the combined sump capacities meet the 66 gal (250 L) target.

Why do you need it??

When spills inevitably happen, having trustworthy accumulation centers could make the difference between
capturing leaks and allowing hazardous materials to reach the environment.

Environmentally-friendly EcoPolyBlend accumulation centers are the perfect secondary containment feature
to stop leaks and spills from getting into the workplace. They keep small incidents under control and offer full
safety compliance when used in tandem with the available joining clips and sump-to-sump drain kits.

Accumulation centers can be used for other containers, including buckets or pails that store everything from
rubbing alcohols and cleaning supplies to fats and oils. These spill accumulation centers are also great to use
for large industrial batteries that can leak acids and chemicals.
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Specifications

Model No 28659

UPC 697841132726

International Model No. 28659

Pallet Quantity 8

Color Black

Material Specifications Recycled Polyethylene

UL Environmental Approval Yes

Complies with NFPA Code 30 Yes

OSHA Compliance Yes

EPA Compliance Yes

SPCC Compliance Yes

Percent Recycled 100

Sump Capacity - Gallons 73

Sump Capacity - liters 276

Load Bearing Capacity, lbs 7500

Load Bearing Capacity, kg 3402

Dimensions, Exterior 73" W x 5.5" H x 49" D

1854mm W x 140mm H x 1245mm D

Net Weight, lbs 88.3

Net Weight, kg 40.1


